Parliamentary Government in England
a Labour Premier selects an ageing trade union official
who, it is felt, should receive official recognition and
whose personal status makes the offer of a minor post
inacceptable. Or he may be a member of some eminent
family whose influence in the Conservative Party is won
for the Government by his elevation to Cabinet rank*
Every Prime Minister, it is important to emphasize, is
trying to make a team which will work as a unity. It is
doubtful whether one composed wholly of "strong" per-
sonalities, in Mr. Muir's sense of the term, makes the
most efficient Cabinet; a ministry of prima donnas, so to
say, is usually difficult to keep together. That was the
trouble with Lord Rosebery's Cabinet of 1894; once the
strong hand of Mr. Gladstone was withdrawn, the
Prime Minister's authority was not adequate to his task.
His real problem, accordingly, is not merely to find men
who are set on an ample programme in every Department
of State; the digestion of the public, and the time-table
of the House of Commons, may easily be overtaxed by a
too luxurious fare. What he requires is a number of
colleagues who can think out and carry into effect big
measures, sufficient to maintain his support, and others
who, satisfied with a relatively secondary position, can
nevertheless be expected to keep their departments
going at a normal level of efficiency. Their essential
contribution to the Cabinet is their common sense, their
ability to put before their colleagues that judgment about
decisions which public opinion, and especially party
opinion, will make after they have been published. A
Cabinet that does not contain half a dozen such men is
likely both to lack balance, and to foil rapidly out of
touch with the opinion with which it needs to keep into
contact. For a Cabinet of extraordinary men is always
liable to the danger that just because its members are
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